Depending on your point of view...

These pairs express different attitudes to similar things. What appears
‘extravagant’ to one person can seem ‘generous’ to another. Discuss
with your teacher how to use these words.
cheap
vague
bureaucratic
dated
trendy
extravagant
exaggerate
show off
mean
reckless
restless
flash
scruffy
sycophantic
fussy
sales spiel
inflexible
stubborn
follows the crowd

good value
approximate
official
traditional
up-to-date
generous
emphasise
impress
prudent
bold
energetic
smart
casual
loyal
precise
product information
principled
independent
team-player

One article comes from Twigworth
News, the other from Sandhurst
Weekly. Can you see which is which?
Fans cheered Twigworth Rovers off
the pitch after they earned a replay
in this epic cup match at Gloucester
Park on Saturday. Playing into a
strong wind in the first half the
home side conceded two goals as
Sandhurst United continued their
good form in the league.
After a rousing halftime talk by
coach Dave Sadler, the Rovers came
out fighting and turned the game
round when Jim Toner scored with a
spectacular volley in the 80th
minute. Then in the dying minutes
Tommy Spindler was brought down
in the area by Sandhurst captain Neil
Simmonds, and Kevin Starbright
stepped up to score from the spot to
level the score. Sandhurst manager
Tim Crichton vented his frustration
about the penalty as the teams left
the field, and was warned by the
referee for using abusive language.

Despite being 2-0 up at halftime
Sandhurst had to settle for a draw in
this Severnside cup fixture. From the
start Sandhurst moved the ball
around intelligently, and took control
of this local derby when Pete Thomas
headed home from a Nick Jones cross
on the left. After halftime the winds
made the game a lottery as both sides
floundered on Twigworth’s rainsoaked pitch, before Twigworth
scored twice late into the match _ the
second a controversial penalty _ to
earn a replay at Sandhurst. “The
Twigworth lad fell over in the mud,”
said Sandhurst coach Tim Crichton.
The match video clearly shows the
Twigworth striker tripping over his
own feet, but the Sandhurst boss
remained sanguine. “That’s football,”
said the former Derby County
midfielder. “You get decisions like
this, we all do. The ref had an off day.
It can happen. Now we’ve got to go
out and do it again when Twigworth
come to our place next week.”
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